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I opened the circle, at Cape Yamu (Gorgeous please note!), in what was a nice day, soon to take a turn
for the worse. I thanked our Hares. We had a super turnout of 118 people. Thank you!
Manneken Pis was today's Hash Horn but the whole circle shouted out.
that he was crap (another one trying not to get the job again)! Thanks,
MP!
RUN SHIRT..as SHAGARAZZI keeps pissing off early, I called him
in at the start of the circle so I could get rid of his 300 Run shirt I have
had in my bag for 7 weeks!..Well done and thanks for staying an extra
10 minutes!
NEW HASH NAMES..in my drive to get everyone a Hash Name (We
are building up a list of who has not got one, so we can keep an eye on
them) I got some more in..David was named CRADLE SNATCHER,
with his very young girl Nag called GRAVE ROBBER..welcome to
you both! Fungus named an American girl Sasquatch by because she
runs in rubber shoes fitting like socks that leave giant footprints.
RETURNERS in..about six, including Ejackulator's kid bro from the States..welcome back all!

VIRGINS in ..TEN today..from all over the world but Liz from South Africa kept us glued to the

watering, which Cartoon and Once Weekly did a good job in showing us her best assets!
VISITING HASHERS Karen and Chris ( husband and wife team from Papua Hash) both did a great
job in telling us jokes..it was close but Karen just piped it .Well done both and thanks for coming!
BLUE PIPE DRINKING TEST..I got Karen and Chris in, as all the Virgins were already soaked.
Karen let herself down by throwing her beer all over the French..bad girl..in came Katoey Hunter and
Trainspotter (both French)..to show them how.. but they too chucked their beers..over me..PLEASE
STOP THIS..I DO NOT WANT TO DRIVE HOME SOAKED IN BEER..TWATS!

STEWARD...Vomit Bomber..he called in all the over70's for a good talking to..He asked me to call for
a Military type to help him keep the old ones in order..in comes Blue Harlot..shouting out an order! VB
got Dr F J out of line and said his brother had just started his own business in Afghanistan..he is making
land mines that look like prayer mats..it's doing well.. PROPHETS are going through the roof! Two
Stroke next..he was coming home but just remembered it was his daughter's birthday so he stopped at a
toy shop to buy a Barbie Doll..we have Work out Barbie..all the kit for 19.95..we have shopping Barbie
with all the clothes for 19.95..we have Disco Barbie with all the sounds for 19.95 and we have
DEIVORED Barbie for 199.95...What asked TS..why so much..well, says the shopkeeper..DIVORCED
Barbie comes with KEN's house, Ken's car, Ken's boat and all of Ken's furniture! Murkury next..he told
us that he used to live in Perth, Aussie and his missus decided for the first time to wear a BURKA, just
for a week to see what the reaction was..the first morning she was sworn at, punched on the nose,
kicked up the arse and received a death threat...heaven knows what's going to happen when she leaves
the house! WTFIA next..he fell down the stairs today..it was the fastest he has moved all week..well I'm
over 70..I don't give a shit says WTFIA!..Ejackulator tells us that it was reported that 75% of men do
not know how to turn on the dish washer..he says that licking her nipples and a light, gentle fingering
does the trick!...It was at this time I had to stop VB's great spot as a Sou Wester was coming in fast
from the sea and it looked like we only had a few seconds left. Thanks for a really super spot VB..look
forward to your next one when you are back!
HARES in..Gorgeous was this week's Run Master
and despite the heavy rain he was looking for Hash
Shit..no takers from the few that had not already
pissed off..no takers then..I came in and gave
GORGEOUS HASH SHIT FOR MOANING THAT
THIS WAS NOT..CAPE YAMU!
ON ON, NOT CLEAVER (GM & SCRIBE)
JOIN US ALL NEXT WEEK FOR FUN AND
FELLOWSHIP

